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Abstract 

Dopamine transporter (DAT) imaging is a sensitive method to detect presynaptic 

dopamine neuronal dysfunction which is a hallmark of neurodegenerative parkinsonism.  

DAT imaging can therefore assist the differentiation between conditions with and without 

presynaptic dopaminergic deficit. Diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease or tremor disorders 

can be achieved with high degrees of accuracy in cases with full expression of classical 

clinical features, however, diagnosis can be difficult since there is a substantial clinical 

overlap especially in monosymptomatic tremor (dystonic tremor, essential tremor, 

Parkinson tremor). The use of DAT-SPECT can prove or excludes with high sensitivity 

nigrostriatal dysfunction in those cases and facilitates early and accurate diagnosis. 

Furthermore a normal DAT SPECT is helpful to support a diagnosis of drug-induced-, 

psychogenic- and vascular parkinsonism by excluding underlying true nigrostriatal 

dysfunction. This review addresses the value of DAT-SPECT and its impact on 

diagnostic accuracy in movement disorders presenting with tremor and/or parkinsonism. 

 

Key words: dopamine transporter; SPECT; Parkinson’s disease; tremor; differential 
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Introduction 

Parkinson’s disease is clinically diagnosed based on the presence of the classical motor 

features (i.e. bradykinesia, rigidity, rest tremor), the presence of supportive features and 

the absence of exclusion criteria.  In most of the cases the diagnosis is straight forward 

and no ancillary tests required. Two clinicopathological studies published in the early 

1990s both found an accuracy of clinical diagnosis of PD of 76%. A more recent study in  

a tertiary referral centre in the UK, using ascertainment and methodology comparable 

with one of the earlier studies, has shown an improvement in this diagnostic accuracy, 

with a positive predictive value for those fulfilling pre-established diagnostic criteria of 

90%.1 Assessment of the clinical features suggests that an accuracy of 90% may be the 

highest that can be expected using current diagnostic criteria. Accurate identification of 

parkinsonism involving presynaptic degeneration is important for patient management, 

because the disease course, therapy and prognosis differ substantially from 

nondegenerative diseases. 

In the recent years, a number of ancillary tests have been developed to improve 

diagnostic accuracy of parkinsonism with focus on early stages. These tests include 

testing for dopaminergic responsiveness using levodopa or apomorphine, autonomic 

function tests, based on magnetic resonance (MR) or positron emission tomography 

(PET) and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging techniques. 

For SPECT studies dopamine transporter (DAT) ligands ([123I]FP-CIT, [123I]β-CIT, 

[99mTc]–TRODAT-1) have become very popular.  
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In the early 90ies the cocaine analogue β-CIT has been developed and has proven to have 

a high affinity to DAT and serotonin transporter (SERT). Pharmacological 

characterisation of tracer uptake in primate brains has shown that striatal activity is 

associated mainly with DAT, whereas midbrain activity is mainly associated with SERT.2 

One of the main problems with the use of [123I]β-CIT is that the uptake in human striatum 

is characterised by slow kinetics, with an increase in striatal activity for 15-20 hours after 

injection which requires a delay between injection and scan of ~24 hours. The 

flouropropyl derivate of β-CIT, FP-CIT has been developed and has proven to be 

selective and reliable to measure human brain striatal DAT with SPECT cameras.3 

([123I]FP-CIT SPECT (DaTSCANTM) has the main advantage of faster striatal kinetics 

which allow imaging 3-6 hours after injection. The popularity of this method in the 

differential diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease is explained by the exclusive localisation of 

DAT in dopamine synthesising neurons4, by a very high sensitivity to detect presynaptic 

dopaminergic dysfunction and by the widespread availability of SPECT scanners.  

In clinical practice modifying factors on DAT density like gender, smoking and age are 

of low importance. A big advantage is, that dopaminergic therapy can be continued 

because it has only minor or no influence on DAT binding. However, dopaminergic 

CNS-stimulants are known to have a significant influence on DaTSCANTM and therefore 

need to be stopped prior to the scan (see table 1). 

This review will critically address the role of the DAT-SPECT in clinical practice. 

 

 Table 1.  Relevant drug interaction with DAT SPECT 
 
minor* effect on 
DAT SPECT 

to be stopped prior 
DAT SPECT (days) 

significant** effect 
on DAT SPECT   

to be stopped prior 
DAT SPECT (days) 
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citalopram 8 cocaine 2 
fluoxetine 45 amfetamine 7 
paroxetine 5 methylamfetamine 3 
venlafaxine 3 methylphenidate  1 
duloxetine 3 methylphenidate  2 
escitalopram 8 dexamfetamine 7 
fluvoxamine 5 mazindol 3 
sertraline 6 phentermine 14 
imipramine 5 modafinil 3 
clomipramine 

21 
bupropion   or  
amfebutamone 

8 

pimozide 28 benzatropine 5 
ziprasidone 2   
memantine 5   
amantadine 6   
budipine 6   
ephedrine, 
epinephrine 
phenylephrine 
pseudoephedrine   
xylometazoline 

6-10 hours 

  

* may have a small effect on uptake (at most 15%). This is acceptable for routine DAT 
SEPCT  but not for research 

** all of these drugs are likely to alter (usually decrease) radioligand uptake by at least         
20% and often substantially more and therefore have to be stopped prior routine DAT 
SPECT  

 

Parkinsonism 

Parkinson’s disease 

Although clinical diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease is often straight forward and robust in 

cases with classic presentation of cardinal clinical signs and symptoms, 10-20% of 

patients diagnosed with PD have an alternative diagnosis when compared to a pathologic 

gold standard 5 underlining the need for additional tests especially in clinically mild or 

uncertain cases, to improve diagnostic accuracy. Several studies have demonstrated the 

contribution of DAT-SPECT in early diagnosis of parkinsonism.6-9 However, sensitivity 

of DAT SPECT imaging to detect presynaptic dopaminergic deficit is reported to be less 
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than 100%. In a study with 38 patients with a clinical diagnosis of probable PD according 

to step 1 of the UK PDS Brain Bank Criteria, Benamer and colleagues9 found normal FP-

CIT-SPECT in 5 patients (13%) presenting with unilateral rest tremor and variable 

degrees of bradykinesia. Although, diagnosis was changed in 1 patient during follow up, 

10% of clinical PD where not detected by DAT SPECT imaging in this study. This 

number is also reflected in the large drug trials using DAT-SPECT or [18F]dopa PET 

imaging as a surrogate marker of disease progression where 5.7-14.7% of the cases 

clinically diagnosed as early PD had “scans without evidence of dopaminergic deficit” 

(SWEEDs).10-12 Follow up scans of those SWEDDs after 2 years in the REAL-PET12 

study ([18F]dopa PET) and after 4 years in the ELLDOPA study ([123I]β-CIT-SPECT) 

remained normal.13;14 Taking into account that a reduced DAT density can be observed 

already in preclinical stages (bilaterally reduced DAT density in hemiparkinsonism,6 

abnormal DAT-SPECT in REM Sleep Behaviour Disorder,15 and patients with abnormal 

smell16) and that first motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease occur after 80% of striatal 

and 50% of nigral dopamine cells are lost it is unlikely that DAT-SPECT, which mirrors 

the decline in striatal dopamine levels, is normal even in early stages of Parkinson’s 

disease.17  

In a recent report Schneider and colleagues report 12 patients with SWEDD who were 

initially diagnosed and treated as PD.18 In those patients DaTSCANTM has been done 

because of atypical features (atypical clinical presentation, unresponsiveness to levodopa 

or unusual slow disease progression). Asymmetric tremor at rest and on action was 

accompanied with subtle signs of dystonia in most of the cases and reduced arm swing or 

even mild hypomimia was present in some of them. In our clinical experience the 
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presence of subtle signs of dystonia, the lack of true bradykinesia, the task/position 

specific tremor with “dystonic flurries” especially during handwriting as well as the lack 

of the re-emergent tremor are the most useful clinical signs to differentiate SWEDDs 

from PD. It is very likely that the reported lack of sensitivity to detect presynaptic 

dopaminergic degeneration in PD using DAT-SPECT is mainly due to the fact that some 

patients with dystonic tremor are misdiagnosed as PD. It is important to recognize the 

SWEDDs because dopaminergic therapy is not effective in those patients.18 Early 

detection of SWEDDs by including a DAT-SPECT in the initial diagnostic workup in 

patients with unilateral rest tremor where PD is suspected is very likely to be cheaper 

than expose a proportion of patients to unnecessary treatment and its side effects. 

DAT-SPECT has also been used as a potential biomarker for disease progression in PD 

and has shown a progressive decline of striatal DAT binding with the duration of PD and 

with increasing disease severity also in agreement with [18F]dopa PET studies.19 Of 

interest is the lack of correlation between tremor scores and striatal DAT binding, 

whereas bradykinesia, rigidity as well as gait, posture, facial expression and speech 

explained a significant part of the variability in striatal FP-CIT binding.20-22 Motor scores 

in the “off” state correlate better with striatal DAT binding contralateral to the less 

affected side.22 In longitudinal studies assessing PD progression, the annual rate of 

reduction of striatal DAT uptake is between 6 and 13% in PD patients versus 0-2.5% in 

healthy controls.8;21  

A yet unanswered question is whether dopamine agonists and levodopa have different 

effects on DAT expression, radiotracer affinity and receptor occupancy because the 

significant difference in striatal β-CIT uptake after 46 months in a study comparing 
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levodopa-treatment vs. pramipexole didn’t reflect the clinical progression.10 Before 

striatal DAT binding can be accepted as a valid biomarker for progression of nigrostriatal 

pathology in PD, this issue need to be clarified. 

In conclusion DAT-SPECT is a highly sensitive (~100%) method to detect presynaptic 

dopaminergic deficit in PD (taken into account that some of the patients with SWEDDs 

may have dystonic or other forms of tremor). A normal DAT-SPECT in a symptomatic 

patient is very strong evidence against Parkinson’s disease and favours alternative 

diagnoses than neurodegenerative parkinsonism. An abnormal DAT-SPECT supports the 

diagnosis of PD or other neurodegenerative parkinsonism in early disease or uncertain or 

incomplete parkinsonian syndromes. Figure 1 depicts images of a normal DAT SPECT   

and abnormal images in patients with PD.  

 

Inconclusive Parkinsonism 

One study23 addressed the impact of DAT-SPECT on the diagnosis and changes in 

therapeutic management in patients with inconclusive parkinsonism (patients with 

uncertainty between PD and MSA or PSP were excluded). DAT imaging lead to a change 

of the planned management in 72% of cases The most common change was the initiation 

of a new therapy (35%) and the change of follow-up appointments and in more than half 

of the patients diagnosis was changed after review of the SPECT image. After imaging, 

however, 22 patients were classified as inconclusive, which suggests a significant 

diagnostic impact of DAT-SPECT. After two year follow up, DAT-SPECT images 

showed a high rate of agreement with clinical diagnosis and the follow-up DAT-SPECT 
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after 2 years helped to establish a diagnosis in 87.5% with a previously inconclusive 

diagnosis.24 

 

Genetic Parkinsonism 

Patients with PARK2 (Parkin gene-related) tend to have a more severe and more 

symmetric loss of striatal DAT density 25 but a slower progression compared to PD26;27 

which is in keeping with [18F]flourodopa PET findings. Of interest is that nigrostriatal 

dopaminergic loss has also been found in asymptomatic carriers of only one mutant gene 

in [18F]flourodopa PET-25;26 and DAT-SPECT studies.27  

The findings of presynaptic dopaminergic imaging described in PARK2 are paralleled 

with the findings in PARK6 (pink1-gene related) of another autosomal-recessive form of 

young onset parkinsonism with a widespread, rather symmetrical and severe nigrostriatal 

dysfunction also present in asymptomatic carriers of one single mutation.28 One DAT 

SPECT study in PARK6 found presynaptic dopaminergic dysfunction similar to PD in 

symptomatic patients but normal DAT density in asymptomatic carriers of only one 

mutant gene.29 Symptomatic patients with PARK7 (DJ-1 gene related) have also been 

found to have abnormal DAT imaging in the range of PD.30 

Autosomal dominant PD caused by mutations in the alpha-synuclein gene (PARK1) as 

well as due to the much more common Lrrk2 gene (PARK8) showed a similar degree and 

pattern of nigrostriatal dopaminergic dysfunction using [18F]flourodopa PET as found in 

PD.31;32 
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Spino-cerebellar ataxia 2 and 3 which can present with predominant parkinsonism have 

nigro-striatal dysfunction in [18F]flourodopa PET and DAT-SPECT as seen in idiopathic 

PD33;34 and even asymptomatic SCA-3 gene carriers had abnormal DAT binding.34 

Dopa-responsive dystonia (DRD) and juvenile Parkinson’s disease (JPD) can be difficult 

to distinguish just on clinical grounds and both have an excellent response to levodopa. 

Because levodopa causes early and severe motor complications in JPD but not in DRD it 

is crucial that JPD is excluded before long-term treatment with levodopa. DRD can be 

caused by different genes, hence genetic testing for all forms of DRD is not widely 

available. In this regard DAT-SPECT is very useful to separate these two conditions 

because it is normal in DRD.35 

 

Atypical Parkinsonism (MSA, PSP, CBD) 

The differentiation of atypical parkinsonian disorders from PD and between each other 

can raise considerable difficulties, particularly in early disease stages. This difficulty is 

reflected in clinicopathological studies where atypical parkinsonism accounts for a large 

part of misdiagnosis in PD.5 MSA especially the parkinsonian subtype (MSA-P) can 

initially be very difficult to distinguish from PD before more specific symptoms like 

pronounced autonomic involvement, laryngeal stridor or lack of response to 

dopaminergic therapy occur. The same is true for the parkinsonian type of PSP (PSP-P) 

in which the more disease specific signs and symptoms such as supranuclear vertical gaze 

palsy and imbalance with falls occur. Also cortico-basal degeneration (CBD) can initially 

easily be mistaken as PD because of its marked asymmetrical akinetic-rigid syndrome 

before apraxia, myoclonus and cognitive problems occur. A faster disease progression 
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and a poor responsiveness to levodopa are common features in atypical forms and is 

explained by the pre-and postsynaptic dopaminergic degeneration. However, some 

responsiveness to levodopa is not uncommon in early MSA-P or PSP-P. In the past years 

several studies have been carried out to establish the value of DAT SPECT for the 

differentiation between PD and atypical PD.  It has been shown that DAT SPECT is 

sensitive to detect presynaptic nigrostriatal degeneration in PD and atypical PD but not 

useful in the differential diagnosis of PD and atypical PD.36-39  

The amount and pattern of reduced striatal DAT binding in MSA has been shown to be in 

the range of PD with a more pronounced loss of DAT binding in the posterior putamen 

compared to the caudate to be typical for both.8 Asymmetry of DAT binding loss tends to 

be more pronounced in PD36;37 and progression is faster in MSA compared to PD. PET 

and DAT SPECT studies have shown that even clinically pure forms of MSA-C have 

some decrease of DAT binding but less compared to MSA-P or PD.40 This finding could 

be of some diagnostic impact in the differential diagnosis of MSA-C to idiopathic late 

onset cerebellar ataxia (ILOCA). For separating MSA from PD other techniques such as 

voxel-wise analysis of DAT-SPECT combined DAT/D2 receptor SPECT (IBZM, 

Epidepride, Iodolisuride and IBF) or D2 PET (raclopride) can provide more information 

although D2 receptor binding imaging methods are influenced by dopaminergic therapy 

and are therefore most useful in drug naïve patients. In drug naïve PD D2 binding 

exceeds normal levels because of D2 receptor up-regulation whereas D2 binding is 

reduced in MSA from early on because of postsynaptic degeneration. PET studies may 

contribute in the differential diagnosis of these entities. Striatal metabolic studies using 

FDG have shown to be of value in the differential diagnosis of atypical parkinsonism 
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with hypermetoablism in the dorsolateral putamen in PD, bilateral hypometabolism in the 

putamen in MSA and hypometabolism of the brainstem and the middle frontal cortex in 

PSP.41 In CBD, unlike PSP or PD, unilateral balanced (caudate/putamen) reduction in 

tracer uptake has been observed.42 In addition cardiac imaging with MIBG has shown 

changes consistent of heart denervation in patients with PD which are not present in 

patients with MSA or PSP.  

DAT-SPECT is also of limited value in the differential between PD and PSP36 although 

PSP seem to have a more symmetrical and profound DAT loss in the whole striatum 

whereas in PD the posterior part of the putamen shows more loss of DAT density 

compared to the anterior part and the caudate.43 

DAT loss in CBD is in the same range as it is in PD and atypical PD36;44 although DAT 

loss is much more asymmetrical and less pronounced than seen in MSA and PSP36. D2 

SPECT seem to be of less value compared to MSA and PSP because D2 binding in CBD 

is more often in normal range than it is in MSA and PSP.36 

In conclusion, DAT-SPECT imaging does not help to differentiate between the 

neurodegenerative parkinsonian disorders. Hence, in clinical practice DAT-SPECT’s are 

not useful to differentiate PD from atypical parkinsonian syndromes (MSA, PSP, CBD).   

 

Dementia with Lewy bodies 

In Dementia with Lewy Bodies (DLB) the extent of DAT loss in the striatum is in the 

range of PD45 and therefore not useful in the differential of PD and atypical PD. 

Neuropathological data suggest that 50-60% of dementia in people aged 65 or older are 

due to Alzheimer’s disease, with a further 10-20% each attributable to DLB or vascular 
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cognitive impairment. Operationalised clinical diagnostic criteria have been agreed for all 

of these syndromes, but even in specialist research settings they have limited accuracy 

when compared with neuropathological autopsy findings. Distinguishing Alzheimer's 

disease from DLB is clinically relevant in terms of prognosis and appropriate treatment. 

A striking biological difference between DLB and Alzheimer’s disease is the severe 

nigrostriatal degeneration and consequent DAT loss that occurs in DLB, but not to any 

significant extent in Alzheimer’s disease.46 Several imaging studies have shown that 

DAT imaging improves diagnostic accuracy with a sensitivity of 78% and a specificity of 

up to 94% in the separation between DLB and AD.47;48 Most of these studies have used 

clinical diagnosis as the gold standard and the results have to be taken with some caution. 

One study with 20 cases with pathologically proven dementias (DLB/non-DLB) and with 

an FP-CIT SPECT at initial clinical workup showed that the DAT imaging substantially 

enhanced the accuracy of diagnosis of DLB by comparison with clinical criteria alone.49 

Abnormal DAT imaging has therefore also been included as a suggestive feature in the 

DLB consensus criteria in 2005.50  

In conclusion, DAT-SPECT cannot discriminate between PD/PD-Dementia and DLB but 

can be very useful in the differential diagnosis between DLB and Alzheimer’s disease 

and can also be of some value in the differential diagnosis between DLB and vascular 

dementia. 

 

Vascular Parkinsonism 

The diagnosis of vascular Parkinsonism (VP) often causes problems in the daily clinical 

work not only for general neurologists but also for movement disorders specialists and 
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has remained a controversial clinical concept. The classical sudden onset lower body 

parkinsonism is present only in the minority of cases and often appears slowly 

progressive as seen in neurodegenerative causes of parkinsonism. Furthermore, vascular 

lesions are a common incidental finding in pathologically confirmed PD. Thus, a large 

proportion of patients with late onset PD have some white matter changes on CT/MRI 

brain scans. Hence, the diagnosis of VP cannot be reliably confirmed on the basis of 

clinical features or anatomic imaging modalities alone although the introduction of 

clinical diagnostic criteria for VP51 has improved diagnostic accuracy. The criteria for VP 

include (1) bradykinesia, (2) cerebrovascular disease visualized by CT or MRI, and (3) a 

temporal relationship between the location of vascular lesions and the appearance of 

parkinsonian symptoms or the presence of extensive subcortical white matter lesions and 

bilateral symptoms at onset. Strategic infarcts which can cause parkinsonism involve the 

substantia nigra, the ventro-lateral nucleus of the thalamus (VL), the globus pallidum 

(GPe) or a large frontal lesion. The proposed criteria suggest the exclusion of other 

causes of parkinsonism such as space occupying lesions, drugs and toxins, head trauma, 

or encephalitis. However, a confirmatory test in addition to the proposed clinical criteria 

would facilitate further management in a number of patients presenting with 

parkinsonism and cerebrovascular disease by either excluding or proving underlying 

presynaptic nigrostriatal degeneration. The value of DAT-SPECT has been explored in 

several studies with different results. One study included 20 patients with lower body 

parkinsonism and cerebrovascular disease but without lesions affecting the basal ganglia. 

Abnormal DAT-SPECT has been found in more than half of the patients.52 Half of the 

patients with abnormal DAT-SPECT had a good response to levodopa. However, some 
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response to levodopa does not exclude VP because in a series of pathologically proven 

VP a substantial number had a good response to levodopa, especially those with lesions 

in or close to the nigrostriatal pathway.53 Another study found significant lower [123I]FP-

CIT uptake compared to controls and in the range of PD54 and only the rather 

symmetrical FP-CIT uptake in VP was different to PD. Other DAT-SPECT studies found 

mild reduction of striatal tracer uptake ([123I]β-CIT/[99mTc]–TRODAT-1) in VP which 

were significant different from PD.55;56 

In summary, one can conclude that a normal or mild and symmetrical reduction of 

[123I]FP-CIT uptake  supports the diagnosis of VP if clinical criteria are fulfilled and 

marked cerebrovascular disease or strategic infarction is present on MRI/CT. Strictly 

unilateral reduced uptake in the region of a defined vascular lesion on the MRI/CT can 

also be considered as VP. However, PD can only be excluded if DAT-SPECT is normal 

because there is considerable overlap in striatal [123I]FP-CIT uptake between VP and PD. 

 

Drug-Induced Parkinsonism 

Drug induced Parkinsonism (DIP) is a common, underdiagnosed and a serious health 

problem accounting for 24-35% of the causes of parkinsonism57 and for up to 50% of 

hospital admissions due to parkinsonism. DIP is more common in female and in elderly 

patients. Common offending drugs are neuroleptics and calcium-channel blockers 

(flunarizine and cinnarizine). All neuroleptics, the so called atypical included, can cause 

DIP although clozapine followed by quetiapine carry the lowest risk. Neuroleptics for 

nausea, vomiting or vertigo, such as prochlorperazine, thiethylperazine and 

metocloparmide are frequently responsible for DIP and commonly overlooked.  
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Neuroleptic induced parkinsonism is due to a blockade of postsynaptic D2 receptors 

whereas calcium-channel blockers and tetrabenazine have additional presynaptic effects. 

The mechanism why tetrabenazine only causes parkinsonism but not tardive dyskinesias 

is not entirely known. DIP invariably develops if more than 80% of striatal dopamine 

postsynaptic receptors are blocked.58 Because there is no clear correlation between the 

development of DIP and neuroleptic dosage or length of exposure, additional individual 

susceptibility has to be assumed.57 There is evidence from patients with presymptomatic 

Parkinson’s disease that antidopaminergic drugs can unmask PD. After withdrawal of the 

offending drug there is the possibility that parkinsonism resolves to reoccur later on or 

that some parkinsonism persists or even worsens. In pathological studies the incidence of 

incidental Lewy body disease is 14 to 16 times the incidence of PD.59 Such a subclinical 

nigro-striatal dysfunction could also explain some individual susceptibility.  

DIP sometimes can be diagnosed quite easily if parkinsonism develops quickly after 

introduction of an antidopaminergic drug and resolves within weeks after drug 

withdrawal or if other movement disorders like oro-lingual dyskinesias, stereotypies or 

akathisia coexist.  

In clinical practice a reliable drug history is often lacking. Furthermore in a patient with 

prolonged neuroleptic therapy for psychosis who gradually develops parkinsonism the 

question often arises whether this is true PD or whether it is DIP. In these situations 

DAT-SPECT can be particularly helpful because although neuroleptics have a marked 

effect on brain dopaminergic system they have a negligible affinity for DAT60 and do not 

change DAT density61 and therefore have a negligible effect on DAT-SPECT. One study 

in schizophrenia using [123I]FP-CIT SPECT did not show significantly different striatal 
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binding between antipsychotic-naïve patients, patients with risperidone, drug-free 

patients and controls.62 Another report indirectly addresses DAT-SPECT in DIP using 

[123I]FP-CIT SPECT in inconclusive parkinsonism and 3 out of the 19 cases with normal 

DAT SPECT were diagnosed as DIP.63  

Despite these limited data, it can be concluded that DAT-SPECT is likely to be normal in 

DIP unless presymptomatic PD is present or there is another unrelated cause of 

nigrostriatal dopamine damage.57  

 

Psychogenic Parkinsonism 

Psychogenic movement disorders can present with a whole variety of movements seen in 

movement disorders of organic origin (tremor, dystonia, chorea, bradykinesia, 

myoclonus, tics, athetosis, ballism, incoordination) and can affect speech and gait. The 

estimated frequency in movement disorders clinics is 2-3% or even higher (own 

observation). In an analysis of 88 patients with psychogenic movement disorders 

abnormal gait was the most common phenomenon and present in 60% of the patients 

followed by action tremor (48%) and resting tremor (39%).64 Psychogenic parkinsonism 

(PsyP) is a rare syndrome accounting for 0.17-0.5% of all parkinsonism cases.65;66 The 

clinical characteristics of PsyP are atypical variable tremor which lessens with distraction 

or concentration, in contrast with the usual enhancement seen in typical parkinsonian 

tremor. In addition extremely slow movements (“deliberate slowness of movement”) 

often accompanied by grimacing, sighing, or whole-body movements when patients do 

simple motor tasks may be observed. Onset is usually abrupt with a precipitating event 

and the progression to maximum symptom severity and disability is usually fast. 
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Although there are usually hints, that a patient has PsyP, it can be difficult to rule out 

organic parkinsonism just on clinical grounds. Psychogenic movement disorders can co-

exist with an underlying organic parkinsonism and tend to have a good placebo 

effect.65;66 Hence a positive levodopa challenge can be misleading. Early and accurate 

diagnosis is important to provide an adequate and potentially effective treatment but also 

to avoid unnecessary, and potentially harmful, diagnostic or therapeutic procedures. With 

this regard patients with clinically suspected PsyP (Fahn and Williams criteria for 

psychogenic movement disorders66;67) underwent [18F]flourodopa PET imaging. All of 

the patients with a clinically established degree of diagnostic certainty (n=5) had normal 

imaging and among the 4 patients with probable degree of certainty, imaging was normal 

in 3 and abnormal in 1 who turned out to have Parkin gene related parkinsonism.68 In 

other studies of patients with suspected PsyP DAT-SPECT was also normal.63;69 

Although data are limited normal DAT-SPECT in PsyP is the rule and a decreased striatal 

tracer uptake strongly suggest degenerative parkinsonism.  

 

Tremor 

Tremor is a rhythmical, involuntary oscillatory movement of a one or more body parts 

and is produced by alternating and sometimes also synchronous contractions of agonist 

and antagonistic muscles. Physiological tremor has a frequency of 8-13 Hz on 

outstretched fingers and is barely visible to the naked eye. If the same postural tremor is 

easily visible but only present with endogenous or exogenous factors (stress, intoxication, 

metabolic factors) it is classified as enhanced physiologic tremor.  
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Essential tremor 

Classical essential tremor (ET) mainly affects both hands with no or only mild 

asymmetry, is classically present on posture, is not strikingly made worse during visually 

guided movements. Only rarely and in more advanced cases tremor can be present at rest. 

The tremor can also affect the chin and lips, neck and voice. According to the accepted 

definition, “essential” tremor should have no associated features. Hence true 

parkinsonism or dystonia should not be seen in typical ET. However, some authors 

describe an association with dystonia (cervical dystonia, spasmodic dysphonia or writer’s 

cramp) in up to 47% of their patients with ET,70 whereas others exclude patients with 

concomitant dystonia.71 Another debate is whether patients with ET are at increased risk 

of PD. This link is supported by the observation that in some PD patients, a long-standing 

postural tremor precedes the onset of parkinsonism by years or even decades72 and that 

DAT imaging was abnormal in some patients diagnosed with ET.38 Because different 

diagnostic criteria have been applied, ET is probably a heterogeneous disorder with 

differences in sex distribution, rate of progression and anatomic distribution of tremor as 

well as the associated features. This heterogeneity is probably the reason why linkage has 

been found to three different loci but no gene has as yet been found. It has been 

speculated that ET is over diagnosed and that some subgroups have another condition.73 

It is well known, that in autosomal-recessive parkinsonism (PARK2,6,7) young onset 

bilateral hand tremor without associated features of parkinsonism precedes the onset of 

true parkinsonism by years or decades and can easily be mistaken as ET.27  
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Cases fulfilling ET criteria and without overlapping clinical features have invariably been 

found to have normal DAT-SPECT.39;74 It can be concluded that abnormal DAT-SPECT 

can be considered as an exclusion criteria for ET. 

 

Dystonic tremor and tremor associated with dystonia 

According to the current MDS consensus criteria on tremor, dystonic tremor (DT) is 

defined as a slow (usually less than 7Hz), in frequency and amplitude irregular position-

or task specific tremor in an extremity or body part that is affected by dystonia. A more 

heterogeneous entity is tremor associated with dystonia, which is defined as tremor in a 

body part not affected by dystonia, but dystonia is present elsewhere. Uni-/or bilateral 

position-/action tremor of the hands is for example a common feature in patients with 

cervical dystonia. It should be recognized that patients with DT often have a rest tremor, 

sometimes even with classical pill-rolling, jaw tremor, facial hypomimia and impaired 

arm swing in the affected arm—all features that may suggest PD to the unwary.18;73 In 

addition, some dystonia patients have increased limb tone (distinct from cogwheeling 

alone in a tremulous limb). This does not necessarily equate with parkinsonian rigidity, 

but may be difficult to distinguish. What such patients do not have is true akinesia, as 

defined by progressive fatiguing and decrement of alternating repetitive movements. 

Patients with DT or tremor associated with dystonia have normal DAT-SPECT. As 

discussed before, DT can sometimes mimic PD (SWEDDs).18 Diagnosis only on clinical 

grounds can be very difficult or even impossible also for experts in movement disorders 

and a normal DAT-SPECT is the clue for accurate diagnosis and treatment. 
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Orthostatic tremor 

Orthostatic tremor (OT) is characterized by a subjective feeling of unsteadiness during 

stance but only in severe cases during gait. No such problems are present when seated. 

Tremor is barely visible but usually palpable by touching the quadriceps muscle or 

detectable by stethoscope. The frequency is fast with a typical 13-18 Hz pattern which 

can be confirmed only by EMG. A study of 41 patients with OT found that 25% had 

additional neurological features (OT-plus) such as parkinsonism, restless legs syndrome, 

VP or DIP.75 One DAT-SPECT study of 11 patients with pure OT showed significant 

reduction of mean striatal FP-CIT uptake in OT compared to controls.76 A study of 41 

patients with OT found that 25% had additional neurological features (OT-plus) such as 

parkinsonism, restless legs syndrome, VP or DIP.75 One DAT-SPECT study of 11 

patients with pure OT showed significant reduction of mean striatal FP-CIT uptake in OT 

compared to controls.76  In summary, OT is an heterogenous condition. As a group 

patient with pure OT  may show a minor but significant reduction on DAT SPECT , 

however in the individual case, in the clinical setting, images would be reported as 

normal or near normal.  On the other hand DAT-SPECT could be abnormal in  patients  

with OT and additional VP or PD (OT-plus).  

Others 

Cerebellar-, rubral- and neuropathic tremor have normal DAT-SPECT77 whereas it is 

abnormal in patients with tremor due to Wilson’s disease.78 Patients with fragile X-

assotiated tremor/ataxia syndrome (FXTAS) have been reported with both normal and 

abnormal DAT-SPECT.79;80 
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Conclusions. We conclude that DAT-SPECT can provide valuable additional 

information in patients with clinically inconclusive parkinsonism or tremor, particularly 

early in disease. Abnormal DAT-SPECT imaging supports nigrostriatal degeneration 

(PD, MSA, PSP, CBD) in patients presenting with parkinsonism or supports alternative 

diagnosis like psychogenic-or drug induced parkinsonism, vascular parkinsonism, 

dystonic tremor, essential tremor or dopamine responsive dystonia if DAT-SPECT is 

normal (see figure 2). Early and accurate diagnosis has implications not only for the 

choice of treatment but also cost-efficiency for national health care systems. Additional 

potential roles of DAT-SPECT that have not yet been validated include (1) the use as a 

secondary screen for persons at risk for developing PD and (2) its use in the longitudinal 

monitoring of the striatal dopaminergic dysfunction in treated PD patients as a measure 

for disease progression.  
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Legend to Figure 2 
 
 
Striatal dopamine transporter binding. ET: essential tremor; DT: dystonic tremor; PD 

Parkinson´s disease; DIP: drug induced parkinsonism; PsyP: psychogenic parkinsonism;  

PSP: progressive supranuclear palsy; MSA-P: multiple system atrophy-parkinsonism;  

OT: orthostatic tremor; DLB: dementia with Lewy bodies; VP: vascular parkinsonism; 

CBD: corticobasal degeneration;; MSA-C: multiple system atrophy- cerebellar 

 

 

Legend to figure 1  

Single -photon emission 123I-FP-CIT from a healthy subject (A), a patient with hemi-

Parkinson disease. Only 10% of patients  presenting with  unilateral parkinsonism  

have have a unilateral abnormality on imaging. (B) and from a Parkinson patient 

with bilateral symptoms (C).   
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